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West of England Nature Recovery Network
To reverse the declines in biodiversity and realise nature’s recovery at scale, we need to work together and on the landscape-scale to 
embed the Lawton principles of Bigger, Better, More and Joined Up into our policies and strategies. This means protecting and enhancing 
our existing natural habitats in a way that creates ‘Big Enough, Messy*, Complex and Dynamic’ habitats for nature, but also making them 
bigger, creating new areas of species-rich habitat, and, critically, ensuring they join up to create functional and resilient ecological 
networks.

The West of England Nature Recovery Network (NRN) is a vision for a joined-up network of marine, freshwater and terrestrial habitats 
where nature and people can thrive. It functions as a tool that can be used to prioritise habitat enhancement, creation, restoration and 
protection in areas that provide the best opportunities to deliver nature’s recovery, based on the connectivity of existing habitat and 
where opportunities exist to improve ecological connectivity. 

The West of England NRN was mapped based on previous mapping of habitats and ecosystem services in the West of England; least-cost 
analysis, which determines ecological networks based on a proxy dispersal distance for species associated with a habitat; and local 
knowledge of best quality habitats and opportunities for connection. Three habitats were mapped: woodland, grassland and wetland. A 
detailed overview of the methodology used to map the West of England NRN can be found in the document ‘Towards a Nature Recovery 
Network for the West of England’. 

The NRN is being used across the West of England as a tool to focus efforts to restore nature; however, there is also a need for strategic 
projects that provide large areas of high-quality habitat and/or make a significant contribution to increasing the connectivity of the 
ecological network. 

*‘Sites that are physically messy, with mosaics of habitat, and a diverse structure that provides more niches for species and refuges in times of environmental
stress (e.g. drought)’

http://www.wenp.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Towards-a-Nature-Recovery-Network-for-the-West-of-England-A-Methodology.pdf


Purpose of Prospectus
Recovering nature in the West of England requires action at all scales. However, large-scale projects provide an opportunity to make 
significant strides in improving and connecting existing habitats to create a coherent, resilient ecological network.

The prospectus aims to bring together programmes and projects in the region that would strategically contribute towards the NRN.
These are partnership priorities for nature recovery, with other outcomes also recognised throughout the document. As well as being a 
reference for partners, this can help to inform the investment of resources into nature’s recovery by providing a project ‘pipeline’ that 
can be referred to when funding for nature recovery is made available. It is also a live document that will be continually updated as 
projects are completed or move onto the next stage, when new projects are developed, or when new outcomes are identified. 

Programmes and projects are organised according to the ‘outcome’ that they will help to achieve in implementing the NRN (for instance, 
addressing a lack of connectivity in a certain location). The Prospectus includes programmes and projects that are in progress, that are 
‘shovel-ready’, that are close to shovel-ready or are in development, and that are currently conceptual. It provides a description of each 
programme/project, outlines its contribution to the NRN and other ecosystem services, sets out next steps, and, where possible, 
provides a cost estimate and lists project partners. Additionally, the ‘project matrix’ on the following page summarises each project’s 
status and an estimate of its scale of contribution to the NRN. 

As this prospectus is based primarily on existing projects/programmes or project ideas in the region, including those outlined in the BACP 
Action Plan, there will be overlap between this prospectus and the strategic GI projects identified through the Joint Green Infrastructure 
Strategy (JGIS). Of course, many of the projects in this prospectus will also deliver across the eight JGIS outcomes. 

The Environment Act requires that the West of England will need to produce a Local Nature Recovery Strategy (LNRS) that ‘will establish 
priorities and map proposals for specific actions to drive nature’s recovery and provide wider environmental benefits’. This Prospectus 
will help to feed in to these priorities and proposals for action, complemented by further stakeholder engagement across the region. The 
LNRS will be a statutory document, and could be complemented by the detail provided in this Prospectus.

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/joint-green-infrastructure-strategy/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/land-use/local-nature-recovery-strategies/


List of Outcomes and Programmes/Projects

1. Improve ecological connectivity between Cotswolds and Mendip 
Hills

I. Limestone Link
II. Somer Valley Rediscovered
III. River Chew Partnership Project
IV. Mendip Slopes

2. Create a Cotswolds Scarp Wildlife Corridor
I. Cotswolds Scarp Corridor
II. Bathscape

3. Strengthen Grassland Network to East of Bristol
I. Bristol Urban Fringe Grassland Creation (B-Lines)
II. Common Connections

4. Improve Connectivity of Lower Woods to Surrounding Woodland
I. Lower Woods Connectivity and Buffer

5. Strengthen and Connect North Somerset Woodland
I. North Somerset Woodland Corridor

i. Failand Ridge Woodland Corridor
ii. Failand – Brockley Wood Link
iii. King’s Wood – Mendip Connection 

6. Create an Urban Nature Recovery Network in Bristol
I. Bristol Ecological Network
II. Dundry Slopes

7. Thriving North Somerset Wetlands
I. North Somerset Levels and Moors Restoration
II. Nailsea Wetland

8. A Magnificent Severn Estuary
I. Severn Vision
II. String of Pearls

i. Oldbury Magnox Settlement Lagoon
ii. Littleton Brick Pits Expansion

9. Restore the River Frome Catchment
I. River Frome Reconnected

i. River Frome Nature Reserve 
10. Address Transport Severance

I. Green Bridge(s) over M4
II. Green Bridge(s) over M5

Ctrl and click the title of the project/programme to be taken to the slide in question

= Strategic Nature Recovery Network Project Area



Delivery of Ambitions for Nature’s Recovery by Outcome
Ambition for Nature’s 
Recovery (2030)

Outcome (key contributions starred)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Increase the abundance of 
wildlife from 2020 levels by 
30%

Increase our semi-natural 
broadleaved woodland cover 
by 2500ha (from 8,000 to 
10,500 ha)

In addition to woodland, create 
2000 hectares of wildlife-rich 
habitat outside the protected 
site network

Close at least 40% of the NRN 
connectivity gaps through the 
creation of new habitat

Ensure all water catchments 
are in at least moderate 
ecological status, with half in 
good ecological status

Ensure 70% of designated sites 
are in favourable condition



Strategic Nature Recovery Network Project Areas 
The projects and programmes listed in this Prospectus have all been identified for their contribution towards the NRN. 
However, in order to further focus our efforts it is helpful to identify ‘Strategic Nature Recovery Network Project Areas’: 
areas in which, either because of their existing value to nature, strategic location, or land use provide even greater 
opportunities to focus on nature’s recovery. These are:

• Limestone Link, which would connect two crucial areas for nature in the West of England (the Mendip Hills and 
Cotswolds/Bathscape) and also forms part of a wider national network linking AONBs in Southern England (Big Chalk).

• Lower Woods Connectivity and Buffer, because of the importance of Lower Woods, the most extensive area of ancient 
woodland in the West of England, and the need to better protect it and connect it with other woodland. 

• Cotswolds Scarp Corridor, which could act as a strategic corridor to connect the Bathscape with Lower Woods and the 
wooded Scarp beyond, as well as building on the Cotswolds-Mendip Link. This area also forms part of the larger 
Cotswolds Scarp Nature Improvement Area, which recognises the opportunity ‘create an 80 mile long wildlife corridor 
with a roughly north south axis running between Bath and Mickleton’.

• King’s Wood – Mendip Connection, as ‘filling’ this gap could connect the woodlands on the Mendip Hills with the 
network of woodland in North Somerset and West Bristol. 

• North Somerset Levels and Moors, important as it contains almost 4% of the remaining nationally-rare habitat of 
coastal and floodplain grazing marsh, and because of the opportunity to create large areas dedicated to nature here. 

• Severn Vision, because of the national and international importance of the Severn Estuary for nature, and the 
opportunities here for carbon sequestration and mitigating the effects of climate change.
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Next steps
The projects and programmes listed in this Prospectus are at various stages of readiness, with some being conceptual, 
others developing, others shovel-ready, and a few ongoing. As the aim of this Prospectus is to achieve investment in 
nature-based projects, we need to understand what needs to be done to make each of these projects and programmes 
fully ‘investible’ and what the next step of this process is for each one. Thought should also be given as to how different 
projects can be integrated into a programme portfolio, recognising that investment will be more attractive at scale. 

To be ‘investible’, a project must clearly set out:
• What it will involve and where, and the timeline needed to complete it
• How much investment the project requires for completion, and at what times; and
• The ecosystem service benefits that the project will provide, expressed as a monetary figure where possible so 

that potential investors are able to clearly identify the benefits that the project will provide. 

The WENP Manager will therefore work with partner organisations to further define what resources each project needs 
to be made ‘investible’ and explore potential opportunities to provide these resources.  

The Prospectus is a living document, and so will continue to be updated as projects and programmes progress and as new 
opportunities are identified. Partners are encouraged to bring forward any projects (or project ideas) within their 
organisation that would be suitable for the Prospectus, and to identify any projects that would contribute towards a West 
of England Nature Recovery Network. 



Improve ecological 
connectivity between 
Cotswolds and Mendip Hills 
Context: The Cotswolds and Mendip Hills AONBs 
both contain areas of strategic importance for 
nature, and therefore are key parts of a NRN in 
the West of England. Nature Recovery Plans are 
being drawn up by both AONBs to further 
increase their value for nature. However, the two 
AONBs are not well-connected ecologically, with 
gaps in both the grassland and woodland 
networks identified.

Opportunity: Creating a better connected 
landscape between the two AONBs would 
significantly increase the connectivity and 
resilience of ecological networks in the West of 
England. This could be achieved through both 
targeted habitat creation and working with 
landowners to improve the permeability of the 
wider landscape between the two AONBs, 
contributing to a NRN within the West of 
England and beyond. 



Programme
Description: Creation of a nature-rich landscape between the limestone hills of the Mendip Hills AONB and the Cotswolds Scarp 
surrounding Bath. This landscape will enable wildlife to flourish and adapt to climate change, improve people’s access to and
engagement with nature, and address the poor quality of water catchments in the region.  May include creation of grassland, 
woodland and mosaic habitats, as well as more open wooded landscapes where natural processes dominate, in strategic locations to
create a permeable corridor between the two AONBs, and working with landowners to improve permeability of the wider landscape.

Contribution to the NRN: The Cotswolds and Mendip Hills AONB 
contain key parts of the woodland and grassland strategic 
networks, but the two areas are not well connected. Creating a 
corridor between the AONBs would significantly increase the 
connectivity and resilience of ecological networks in the WoE.

Other ecosystem services: Carbon sequestration, natural flood 
management, pollination, increased accessibility of green space, 
improvements to landscape character etc.

Status and next steps: In development. Vision developed. 
Development of programme scope ongoing, including analysis of 
existing projects in the area. Funding opportunities being 
explored.

Indicative cost: Unknown

Partners: Avon Wildlife Trust (lead), BART, Natural England, 
Cotswold AONB, Mendip Hills AONB, B&NES Council

Limestone Link



Somer Valley Rediscovered Programme
Description: Somer Valley Rediscovered is a strategic green infrastructure in the area of the Somer Valley, which aims to improve biodiversity and, 
by increasing people’s connections to nature, improve health and wellbeing. The project area includes Radstock, Midsomer Norton and Westfield, 
the large villages of Paulton and Peasedown St John and surrounding countryside and smaller villages.

Contribution to the NRN: The project area includes a key corridor in the grassland strategic network, as well as parts of the woodland strategic 
network, which could be better connected. The river Cam corridor also provides an opportunity to improve both in-river and terrestrial 
connectivity. Additionally, the project would also contribute towards building a link between the Cotswolds AONB and Mendip Hills AONB.

Other ecosystem services: Health and wellbeing benefits; 
access to green space for deprived areas; carbon 
sequestration, natural flood management; improvements to 
landscape character. 

Status and next steps: Ongoing. A bid for the first phase of 
work has been submitted to the West of England Green 
Recovery Fund. This aims to improve biodiversity on 5 key 
sites owned by B&NES Council and local Town Councils. 

Indicative cost: £1 million +. 

Partners: B&NES Council (lead), Wessex Water, B&NES Public 
Health, Natural England.



River Chew Partnership Project
Description: Currently there are three elements to the project: development of an overall strategy, a focused study on barrier removal, 
and a focused study on Natural Flood Management and catchment management in the Winford Brook catchment. Some of the 
outcomes will include: a river length restored, a decrease in diffuse pollution, a reduction in flood risk and an increase in biodiversity.

Contribution to the NRN: Removal of barriers to fish increases the 
connectivity of wetland network. Opportunity for riparian habitat to 
strengthen woodland and grassland strategic networks.

Other ecosystem services: Provision of natural flood management, 
improvement in water quality, encouragement of sustainable 
agriculture.

Status and next steps: Ongoing. £97,700 received from GCRF for 
River Chew Reconnected, which will deliver a suite of green recovery 
projects and engagement. Further funding will enable delivery of 
other priorities. 

Indicative cost: £250,000 sought to deliver strategic projects that 
form part of the catchment delivery plan. 

Partners: Bristol Avon Rivers Trust (lead), Bristol Water, Environment 
Agency, Natural England, West of England Rural Network

Project



Mendip Slopes

Description: Strategic habitat creation/expansion and improvements in woodland management within the Mendip Slopes (part of the 
Mendip Hills AONB), as highlighted in the map below right, to consolidate an one of the most valuable wildlife corridors in the West of 
England. This work should build on the Mendip Hills Nature Recovery Plan and Management Plan and be mindful of the Mendip Hills’
ecological and landscape character. 

Contribution to the NRN: The Mendip Hills AONB contains some of the most valuable habitats in the West of England, including ancient 
woodlands on the Northern facing slopes and limestone
grasslands on the Southern Slopes. Addressing any gaps in this 
network and improving existing habitat would improve the value 
of the Slopes to wildlife and increase the network’s permeability. 

Other ecosystem services: Creation of new grassland and 
woodland would sequester carbon, and could provide natural 
flood management / improve water quality. Done mindfully, 
habitat creation could improve landscape character.

Status and next steps: In development. As per Mendip Hills Nature 
Recovery Plan. Need to identify existing/planned work 
contributing to this programme. 

Indicative cost: To be scoped out

Partners: Mendip Hills AONB (lead), Avon Wildlife Trust, North 
Somerset Council

Programme



Create a Cotswolds Scarp 
Wildlife Corridor

Context: The Cotswolds Scarp Nature 
Improvement Area is a roughly 80 mile 
corridor running between Bath in the south to 
Mickleton, Gloucestershire in the north (in the 
West of England, the Scarp runs between the 
Bathscape and Lower Woods). Retaining much 
of its semi-natural character, the Scarp 
includes areas of ancient woodlands, wood 
pasture, scrub and unimproved limestone 
grassland. 

Opportunity: The NIA provides an opportunity 
to create an important wildlife corridor in the 
West of England and beyond, building on 
existing core areas (such as Dyrham Park) 
through the creation of mosaic habitats. This 
is also consistent with the aims of the 
Cotswolds AONB Nature Recovery Plan. 

https://www.cotswoldsaonb.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/cotswolds-nia-summary.pdf


Cotswolds Scarp Corridor

Description: Enhance the ecological connectivity of the Cotswolds Scarp, which provides a corridor between Lower Woods and Bathscape.  
This should include strategic grassland and woodland creation, as well as a focus on mixed habitats such as wood pasture and scrub that 
will contribute to both the woodland and grassland networks, building on existing stepping stones such as Dyrham Park. 

This work should build on the Cotswolds Nature Recovery Plan and be mindful of the 
Scarps ecological and landscape character. 

Contribution to the NRN: Cotswolds Scarp is a key ecological corridor in the West of 
England, linking Bathscape with Lower Woods and the wider Cotswolds AONB to the 
North. Enhancing its connectivity is a focused way of strengthening the NRN and linking 
some of the most important habitats in the West of England. 

Other ecosystem services: Creation of new grassland and woodland would sequester 
carbon, and could provide natural flood management / improve water quality. Done 
mindfully, hedgerows and woodland/mosaic habitats could improve landscape 
character.

Status and next steps: In development. As per Cotswolds Nature Recovery Plan. 
However, need to identify existing/planned work contributing to this project, identify 
priority areas for action and develop shovel-ready sub-projects.

Indicative cost: To be scoped out

Partners: Cotswolds AONB, B&NES Council, South Gloucestershire Council, National 
Trust

Programme



Bathscape 
Description: The Bathscape Scheme promotes better management and use of the Bathscape, the beautiful natural landscape 
surrounding the historic city of Bath. It aims to restore and enhance the Bathscape, to make it more accessible and help ensure it’s 
appreciated and actively enjoyed by more people in Bath. It will improve the management of 80 ha of woodland and 100 grasslands, and 
create 12 new flower-rich meadows. The Scheme includes interconnected 25 projects that will be delivered between 2019 and 2023.

Contribution to the NRN: The Bathscape is a key part of the grassland strategic 
network (see map, right), with a significant amount of well-connected, high-quality 
grassland. However, there is a connectivity gap between the grassland to the South 
and North of the city. By creating more grassland and supporting habitats (such as 
scrub and mosaic habitats) and filling these connectivity gaps, the Bathscape project 
could facilitate the linking of the Mendips and Cotswolds.

Also forms a part of the woodland strategic network, which will be strengthened 
through improved management of woodland.

Other ecosystem services: Increased accessibility to and engagement with natural 
environment near an urban population. Management of heritage landscape. Training 
opportunities. Better management and creation of grassland helps pollinators. 

Status and next steps: Ongoing. Completion planned for 2023, but may be extended

Indicative cost: £2.2 million

Partners: B&NES Council (lead partner), Avon Wildlife Trust, Bath Preservation Trust 
Bath Spa University, Cotswolds Conservation Board, Bath Residents Associations, 
National Trust, University of Bath, Visit Bath, Wessex Water, Woodland Trust

Project



Strengthen 
Grassland Network 
to East of Bristol
Context: The area to the East of Bristol 
contains areas of high-quality grasslands, 
which suffer from fragmentation and 
therefore poor connectivity. 

Opportunity: Creation of new grassland 
habitat and mosaic habitats to join the 
existing grasslands in the area would create a 
strategic grassland corridor to the East of 
Bristol, as envisaged in the grassland strategic 
network (see image, right). There also exist 
opportunities for improving the connectivity 
of woodland. Being close to a large 
population centre, there are opportunities to 
provide high-quality, biodiverse green spaces 
for people and nature.  



Common Connections
Description: A four-year landscape scale habitat restoration project focusing on the importance of habitat connectivity, linking 
registered common land, unimproved grasslands, woodlands and associated habitats along the South Gloucestershire urban fringe. 
Capital works will include large scale grassland restoration, tree planting, fencing, new access infrastructure, road verge meadow 
enhancement and innovative green infrastructure to improve habitat corridors in urban areas.  The reintroduction of grazing using 
heritage livestock will create a more sustainable management for newly enhanced/created grasslands and a localised food chain.  

Contribution to the NRN: Management of the project sites will be informed by 
the NRN woodland and grassland mapping and the Buglife ‘B-Lines’. The project 
sites sit within both the woodland and grassland strategic networks, and could 
be used to address two grassland connectivity opportunities (see map, right).

Other ecosystem services: Creation of grassland to East of Bristol and could 
provide accessible high-quality green spaces to a large number of people. 
Training/volunteering opportunities to local communities, and opportunities for 
local work/contracts. Local food production. Better management and creation of 
grassland helps pollinators.

Status and next steps: Shovel-ready. Funding for the project has been awarded 
through the West of England Green Recovery Fund. Work to begin. 

Indicative cost: £1.2m

Partners (indicative): South Gloucestershire Council (lead), Avon Wildlife Trust, 
Buglife, The Conservation Volunteers (TCV)

Project



Bristol Urban Fringe Grassland Creation (B-Lines)

Description: Creation of grassland habitat in Bristol ‘urban fringe’, linking up of existing grassland habitat in an arc stretching from Upton 
Cheyney to South of Chipping Sodbury, including Common Connection project (see next slide) and existing ‘B-Lines’ work. Possible need 
to address connectivity gap caused by M4 within this arc, potentially using existing bridges/underpasses. 

Contribution to the NRN: Addresses connectivity gaps in the Grassland 
Strategic Network, and potentially bridges a significant gap between 
grassland to the east of Bristol and grassland to the east of Yate (see top 
right corner of map). Therefore makes a significant contribution towards 
creating a coherent ecological network for grassland.

Other ecosystem services: Creation of grassland to East of Bristol and 
close to Yate could provide accessible high-quality green spaces to a large 
number of people. Similarly to Bathscape, could provide 
training/volunteering opportunities and jobs to local communities. Better 
management and creation of grassland helps pollinators. 

Status and next steps: In Development. Part of area addressed through 
Commons Connection. Need to identify any additional work needed for 
this programme; develop scope and details to become ‘shovel-ready’.

Indicative cost: TBC

Partners: Avon Wildlife Trust, Bristol City Council, Buglife, South 
Gloucestershire Council

Programme



Improve Connectivity 
of Lower Woods to 
Surrounding Woodland
Context: Lower Woods is the most extensive area of 
ancient woodland in the West of England, and is 
therefore a key node in the Nature Recovery 
Network, both for woodland and (due to the 
presence of grazed land surrounding the woodland) 
grassland. However, Lower Woods is isolated from 
other woodland – this fragmentation may help 
explain the recent loss of breeding nightingales from 
the area.

Opportunity: Creation of additional buffer habitats 
around Lower Woods and improved links to Cotswold 
woods to East would reduce fragmentation. 

Connection of Lower Woods to habitats to the south 
through high quality habitat mosaics, including 
hedgerows, woodland and grassland, would also be 
beneficial. 



Lower Woods connectivity and buffer

Description: Improve ecological connectivity of Lower Woods through surrounding buffer habitats and strategic woodland creation. Focus 
on strengthening link to Cotswold Scarp to the East, where connectivity is currently best; and strategic woodland creation, (including open 
wooded habitats, mosaics and hedgerows) to the South and West. Potential to enhance value of Commons for people and wildlife.

Contribution to the NRN: Lower Woods is the most extensive area of ancient woodland 
in the West of England, and is therefore a key node in the Nature Recovery Network. 
However, it is poorly connected to habitats to the West and South (see map, right), and 
connectivity to the Cotswold Scarp to the East could be improved. 

A lack of buffer habitats and poor ecological connectivity potentially compromises the 
viability of the woods for populations of specialist species.  

Other ecosystem services: Creation of habitat near Yate would provide accessible green 
spaces to a large population. Creation of new woodland would sequester carbon, and 
could provide natural flood management in an EA Priority Zone. Done mindfully, 
hedgerows and woodland/mosaic habitats could improve landscape character.

Status and next steps: Conceptual. Need to identify existing/planned work contributing 
to this project; develop project scope and details to become ‘shovel-ready’

Indicative cost: To be scoped out

Partners: South Gloucestershire Council (lead partner), Avon Wildlife Trust, Woodland 
Trust, Forest of Avon Trust.

Project



Strengthen and 
Connect North 
Somerset Woodlands
Context: There is an existing network of well-
connected woodlands in North Somerset and West 
Bristol, including Leigh Woods and Ashton Court, 
Failand Ridge, and King’s Wood and Urchin Wood SSSI. 
However, there does remain some fragmentation and 
much of the woodland is not well-managed, reducing 
its value to nature. There is also a gap in the woodland 
network between this area and the Mendip Hills.
Opportunity: Improving the management of existing 
woodland, such as taking measures to prevent 
overgrazing by deer would improve the value of the 
existing network for nature. 
Strategic expansion and connecting of existing 
woodland, as well as creation of woodland (and use of 
hedgerows where appropriate) to link King’s Wood with 
the Mendip Hills, would further strengthen and expand 
the woodland network. 
Significant potential co-benefits from carbon 
sequestration and provision of green spaces close to 
population centres. 



Programme
Description: There is an existing network of woodlands in North Somerset and West Bristol, including Leigh Woods (a National Nature 
Reserve), Ashton Court, Prior’s Wood, and King’s Wood and Urchin Wood SSSI. Strategically placed woodland creation and tree 
planting, including the use of woodland corridors and hedgerows, and improvements in woodland management in key sites, could 
make this a more resilient network of woodland habitat, provide additional woodlands for local communities to explore, and sequester 
and store significant quantities of carbon. 

Contribution to the NRN: This is a key part of the Woodland Strategic 
Network. The area is especially important in enabling populations of 
bats, including the rare and protected Greater and Lesser Horseshoe 
species, to forage and migrate across the wider landscape. However, 
there does remain some fragmentation and much of the woodland is 
not well-managed, reducing its contribution to the NRN. 

Other ecosystem services: These woodlands are an important resource 
for people, being located close to the urban centres of Bristol, Nailsea, 
Portishead and Clevedon. Significant carbon sequestration and natural 
flood management, and improvements to landscape character. 

Status and next steps: In Development. Recognised as Strategic 
Woodland Area in the Forest of Avon Plan; projects being pursued 
individually. 

Indicative cost: Unknown

Partners: National Trust (lead), Avon Wildlife Trust, Bristol City Council, 
North Somerset Council, Mendip Hills AONB, Bristol Water

North Somerset Woodland Corridor



Failand Ridge Woodland Corridor
Description: Strategic woodland creation/expansion and improvements in woodland management along the Failand Ridge, as highlighted 
in the map below right, to consolidate an important part of the woodland network and better connect ancient woodlands in the area. 
Note that the image used below shows the core woodland network – the network through which ancient woodlands are connected. 

Contribution to the NRN: The Failand Ridge forms a woodland corridor, providing ecological connectivity between valuable ancient 
woodlands including Weston Big Wood, Prior’s Wood and Leigh Woods, as well as south towards King’s Wood. Strategic woodland
expansion/creation would strengthen this important corridor. 
Importantly, improvements in woodland management would improve 
the value of existing woodland to wildlife and increase permeability. 

Other ecosystem services: Creation of new woodland would sequester 
carbon, and could provide natural flood management. Creation of 
woodland near Bristol, Clevedon and Nailsea would provide more 
accessible green space to a large population. 

Status and next steps: In development. A partnership has been formed 
around the concept of the ‘Bristol and Somerset Downs’, with a focus 
on the Failand Ridge. Next step to employ project officer and engage 
with landholders

Indicative cost: TBC

Partners: National Trust (lead), Avon Wildlife Trust, Bristol City Council, 
North Somerset Council, Forestry England, Natural England

Project



Failand – Brockley Wood link
Description: Strategic woodland creation and expansion from north of Flax Bourton to Brockley wood, as highlighted in the map below 
right, to strengthen the woodland network and better connect Brockley Wood and King's Wood to woodland along Failand ridge and in 
Ashton Court / Leigh Woods. Note that the imagine used below shows the core woodland network – the network through which ancient
woodlands are connected. 

Contribution to the NRN: Failand and Brockley Wood contain important 
areas of ancient woodland, and the area forms part of a larger woodland 
network in North Somerset. However, the area highlighted in the map to 
the right suffers from some fragmentation in woodland habitat – Strategic 
woodland expansion/creation in this area would further strengthen this 
important corridor, providing a more coherent network for woodland 
species to travel between important woodland sites. Including King’s Wood 
to the South and Leigh Woods to the North.  

Other ecosystem services: Creation of new woodland would sequester 
carbon, and could provide natural flood management. Creation of habitat 
would provide more accessible green space to a large population. 

Status and next steps: Conceptual. Scope out project and potential 
partners, and any existing work. Could be driven through NS GI Strategy

Indicative cost: TBC

Partners: North Somerset Council

Project



King’s Wood – Mendip Connection
Description: Strategic woodland creation and expansion, including use of strategic hedgerows, agroforestry and open wooded habitats, 
between King’s Wood and woodland in Mendip Hills AONB, west of Blagdon lake, to provide a woodland corridor between the 
woodland network in North Somerset and the Mendip Hills AONB. Area is identified as being of strategic significance in North Somerset 
GI Strategy

Contribution to the NRN: King’s Wood is a valuable ancient woodland, but is 
poorly connected to the South, with significant gaps in the woodland network as 
shown on the map, right. Increasing connectivity with woodland in the Mendip 
Hills AONB would improve the ecological value of the woodland network, 
enabling species to travel between the two areas and further North and South. 
This is an especially important area for bat connectivity, including the rare 
Greater Horseshoe and Lesser Horseshoe Bats. 

Other ecosystem services: Carbon sequestration, and could provide natural flood 
management. Creation of additional green space and recreational opportunities. 

Status and next steps: In development. Work done to scope out potential areas 
and mechanisms for improving connectivity. One of the target areas for the 
Bristol Avon Catchment Market. 

Indicative cost: Dependent on scope of delivery. 

Partners: North Somerset Council, Avon Wildlife Trust, Bristol Avon Rivers Trust, 
Mendip Hills AONB, Bristol Water

Project



Create an Urban 
Nature Recovery 
Network in Bristol
Context: Bristol is the largest urban area in the 
West of England, and areas of the city present 
a possible gap in the Nature Recovery Network 
due to the urban nature of the environment. 
However, there are a number of green/blue 
spaces in or close to the city that are of high 
value to nature, and the city is bordered by 
some coherent ecological networks. 

Opportunity: The presence of parks and 
green/blue spaces, alongside a high density of 
private gardens in more suburban areas, 
presents an opportunity to improve the 
permeability of Bristol’s landscape to wildlife 
while also providing high-quality, biodiverse 
green/blue spaces for the city’s population. 
This could help to connect parts of the NRN 
that are currently fragmented by the urban 
landscape.



Bristol Ecological Network

Description: As part of the Bristol Ecological Emergency Strategy, it is planned to analyse Bristol’s ecological network, and identify 
gaps/opportunities where habitat improvements could improve connectivity, functionality and resilience. 

Contribution to the NRN: As an urban area, parts of Bristol present a gap in the 
NRN. However, by making focusing on creating ecological corridors through the 
city that link the wider landscape, building on the city’s existing green and blue 
assets, Bristol can become more permeable to wildlife and form a key part of the 
Nature Recovery Network.

Other ecosystem services: Dependent on identified actions, but could be expected 
to deliver health and wellbeing benefits, increases in pollinating species, urban 
cooling, improved drainage etc. 

Status and next steps: In development. Ecological Emergency Strategy published. 
Work ongoing to agree a methodology for mapping the Bristol Ecological Network, 
with report on possible methodologies received from consultants. 

Indicative cost: ~£8k, plus officer time for mapping and identification of 
opportunities

Partners: Bristol City Council (lead partner), Natural England, Avon Wildlife Trust, 
other City Partners as agreed

Project

https://www.bristolonecity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/One-City-Ecological-Emergency-Strategy.pdf


Dundry Slopes

Description: The Dundry Slopes lie on the southern edge of Bristol, with a network of woodland, grassland and hedgerows providing 
excellent habitat as well as an important green space for the communities in South Bristol. However, there is opportunity to make this a 
truly wild space for Bristol’s residents, as well as create a larger area of woodland and wood pasture for people to explore.

Contribution to the NRN: Part of the strategic grassland network, 
and offers an opportunity to better connect habitats in North 
Somerset with those in B&NES and South Gloucestershire, 
including connecting the North Somerset Woodland Network with 
areas of woodland to the east. 

Other ecosystem services: Significant opportunities to provide 
increased access to green space, with resulting health and 
wellbeing benefits, and engage people with nature. 

Status and next steps: In development. Opportunities for funding 
in the area being explored, including the potential creation of a 
‘Great Avon Wood’. 

Indicative cost: Unknown

Partners: Avon Wildlife Trust (lead partner), Bristol City Council, 
Forest of Avon Trust, Avon Needs Trees

Project



Thriving North 
Somerset Wetlands
Context: The North Somerset Wetlands covers the North 
Somerset Levels and Moors (NSLM) and the Gordano 
Valley. The NSLM is a large area (7950 ha) of coastal and 
floodplain grazing marsh adjacent to the Severn Estuary 
between the Mendip Hills in the south and Bristol to the 
North, containing almost 4% of the remaining, nationally 
rare habitat. The Gordano Valley is an area of low-drying, 
poorly-drained peat moor enclosed by limestone ridges, 
containing distinct ecology with exceptional botanical, 
ornithological and entomological interest. 

The area is a key part of the wetland strategic network in 
the West of England. However, historical land use change, 
including neglect of the ditch and rhyne network, has 
impacted the ability of the NSLM to support wildlife and to 
provide other key ecosystem services, such as 
improvements in water and soil quality. 

Opportunity: Recreation and restoration of wetland 
habitat in the NS Wetlands would make an important 
contribution to the wetland component of the NRN. 
Ambitious habitat creation and restoration of ecosystems 
at scale could create a landscape of incredible value for 
nature and people, potentially providing an opportunity to 
restore lost, iconic species in the area. 



North Somerset Levels and Moors Restoration
Description: The North Somerset Levels and Moors (NSLM) is an extensive area (7950 ha) of coastal and floodplain grazing marsh adjacent to the 
Severn Estuary between the Mendip Hills in the south and Bristol to the North, containing almost 4% of the remaining, nationally rare habitat. This 
programme would build on previous work through the NSLM Partnership and involve the large-scale restoration and creation of wetland and 
associated habitat to form an extensive ecological network, and would work with landowners to encourage sustainable land management.

Contribution to the NRN: The North Somerset Levels and Moors is a key part of the 
wetland strategic network in the West of England. However, there is an opportunity to 
make wetland habitats more extensive and better-connected in order to support 
viable, resilient, and thriving populations of wetland wildlife in the NSLM, including 
wetland birds. Wet meadows also contribute to grassland network.

Other ecosystem services: Potentially significant provision of other ecosystem 
services, especially improvements in water and soil quality, carbon sequestration, 
sustainable food production, natural flood management, engagement of local 
communities with a distinct landscape.

Status and next steps: In development. AWT is leading the development of a vision, 
building on work of the North Somerset Levels and Moors Partnership. Seek funding 
to develop a more detailed Business Case for the project. Continue to work through 
NLSM Partnership to restore habitat and engage landowners in managing land more 
sustainability. 

Indicative cost: To be confirmed based on planned scope.

Partners: Avon Wildlife Trust (lead partner), Wessex Water, North Somerset Council, 
Environment Agency, Natural England, BART, BACP, local Drainage Board.

Programme

Weston 
Super-
Mare

Nailsea

https://oppla.eu/casestudy/19191#:%7E:text=The%20North%20Somerset%20Levels%20and,and%20Bristol%20to%20the%20North.


Nailsea Wetland

Description: The creation of a wetland to the north west of Nailsea, utilising water collected from the surface water network serving the town, 
which is currently discharged into the rhyne system.  The wetland system will provide a number of ecosystem services, including water purification 
to improve the quality of the urban runoff before entering the Nailsea, Tickenham ad Kenn Moor SSSI.

Contribution to the NRN: Nailsea is surrounded by the wetland strategic network 
as part of the North Somerset Levels. This wetland would increase the 
connectivity of the wetland habitats and access to the town of Nailsea. The 
current pollution of, and eutrophication within, the wetlands and rhynes
negatively impacts the integrity of the network and therefore wildlife.

Other ecosystem services: This project would strengthen the resilience of the 
wetland strategic network in terms of habitat, biodiversity, amenity and flood 
attenuation.  The close proximity to Nailsea could improve amenity and access to 
nature, potentially providing both therapeutic and recreational space to improve 
health and wellbeing.  The wetland would provide a more naturalised flood 
attenuation feature serving Nailsea and enabling future development.

Status and next steps: Shovel-ready. Additional funding (c. £600,000) sought to 
implement solution. 

Indicative cost: c. £1.1 million

Partners: Wessex Water (lead partner), Avon Wildlife Trust, North Somerset 
Council, Environment Agency, BACP, Natural England, Internal Drainage Board

Project



A Magnificent Severn 
Estuary
Context: The West of England’s coast lies 
along the Severn Estuary, a site of national 
and international importance for nature that 
is especially crucial for breeding, migrating 
and feeding birds. Important habitats include 
saltmarsh, mudflats and high-tide roosts.

Opportunity: Restoration, creation and 
expansion of saltmarsh, mudflat and wetland 
habitat will help to secure the future of this 
critical area for breeding and feeding wading 
birds and waterfowl, as well as sequestering 
significant quantities of carbon and providing 
natural flood management. High tide roosts 
are recognised by the RSPB and Natural 
England as being critically important for the 
conservation of water birds.



Severn Vision
Description: Improvement, restoration and creation of marine habitat, including mudflats and saltmarshes, across the Severn Estuary, 
providing important habitat for waders and waterfowl, as well as natural flood defences. Also including realignment of ‘hard’ flood 
defences to enable expansion of saltmarsh where feasible and use of low-intensity grazing to maintain habitat diversity. Creation of 
additional high-tide roosts (alternative habitats for wading birds at high tides, when intertidal feeding areas are inaccessible) protection 
from erosion. More information provided through the Severn Vision.

Contribution to the NRN: Mudflats, saltmarshes and high-tide 
roosts in the Severn Estuary provide breeding and feeding habitat 
for waders and waterfowl, including on migration, as well as 
nursery areas for fish species.

Other ecosystem services: Saltmarshes play an important role in 
protecting coasts from erosion and provide natural flood 
management, avoiding or lessening the need for hard defences. 
Low-intensity grazing provides sustainable, high-welfare food 
production.

Status and next steps: In development. Framework for delivering 
the Severn Estuary developed, led by Somerset Wildlife Trust (this 
covers the wider Estuary, including the West of England). 
Opportunities based on this framework to be explored. 

Indicative cost: Unknown

Partners: TBD

Programme

http://severnvision.org/


String of Pearls
Description: The String of Pearls programme is the creation and expansion of a series of wetlands along the Severn Estuary SPA/Ramsar in South 
Gloucestershire and Bristol to act as high tide roosts or ‘stepping stones’ for wildfowl/waders , as displayed on the map on this slide. This includes the existing 
Pilning Wetlands, and the creation of wetlands at Northwick and Hallen Marsh as ecological mitigation for the Avonmouth Severnside Flood Defence and 
Ecological Mitigation (ASFDEM) Project. Other areas for wetland creation/expansion have been identified at Littleton Brick Pits (expansion) and Oldbury 
Magnox Settlement Lagoon, as well as a potential additional site north of the southernmost Severn Crossing (dashed circle on map). 

Contribution to the NRN: This area is a key part of the wetland strategic network in the West 
of England. However, creation and expansion of wetland habitats will improve the 
connectivity of the network and thereby support viable, resilient populations of wetland 
wildlife, including breeding and feeding wading birds and waterfowl. High tide roosts are 
recognised by the RSPB and Natural England as being critically important for the conservation 
of water birds, providing areas for ‘loafing’ and energy conservation at periods of high tide 
along the Estuary.

Other ecosystem services: Potentially significant provision of other ecosystem services, 
especially for natural flood management close to vulnerable coastal communities, 
improvements in water quality and carbon sequestration.

Status and next steps: Ongoing. Construction of wetlands at Northwick & Hallen Marsh 
commenced in in 2020. Funding to be sought for reinstatement of settlement lagoon at 
Oldbury Magnox as a high tide roost; and to develop costed work programme (design, 
planning permission, permits/licences etc.) for Littleton Brick Pits (and possibly a site at 
Pilning).

Indicative cost: Costs for Northwick & Hallen Marsh within ASFDEM costs. Others TBD

Partners: South Gloucestershire Council (lead), Bristol City Council, Environment Agency, Avon 
Wildlife Trust, Wildfowl Wetlands Trust, Magnox, BPC, ASEA, other local stakeholders.

Programme



Oldbury Settlement Lagoon
Description: Creation of a Settlement Lagoon at Oldbury Magnox to act as a high-tide roost, forming part of the ‘String of Pearls’ (see 
previous slide).  Part of decommissioning of Oldbury Power Station. Note that this forms a subset of the String of Pearls programme of 
projects , but could also stand as an independent project.

Contribution to the NRN: This area forms part of the wetland 
strategic network in the West of England. Creation of a lagoon will 
contribute to the String of Pearls, improving wetland connectivity. 
High tide roosts are recognised by the RSPB and Natural England as 
being critically important for the conservation of water birds, 
providing areas for ‘loafing’ and energy conservation at periods of 
high tide along the Estuary. The area already supports a large 
population of wading birds.

Other ecosystem services: Assist in decommissioning of Oldbury 
site. Natural flood management, improvements in water quality 
and carbon sequestration.

Status and next steps: Shovel-ready. Funding to be sought, which 
should include a sum for future management, hides, interpretation 
and visitor facilities)

Indicative cost: TBD

Partners: South Gloucestershire Council (lead), Environment 
Agency, Avon Wildlife Trust, Magnox/NDA, other local stakeholders.

Project



Littleton Brick Pits Expansion
Description: Little Brick Pits is an Avon Wildlife Trust reedbed reserve, which is an important feeding and resting place for migrating birds. The 
project would improve wetland habitats and expand the site to improve its value to wildlife, as well as renewing infrastructure and improving 
access. Note that this forms a subset of the String of Pearls programme of projects , but could also stand as an independent project.

Contribution to the NRN: The reserve is an important feeding and 
resting place for migrating birds and provides a breeding ground for 
reed and sedge warblers, and reed buntings, the value of which can 
be increased through improving wetland habitat and expansion. 
This area forms part of the wetland strategic network in the West 
of England, and the expansion of the site will further contribute to 
the String of Pearls, improving wetland connectivity.

Other ecosystem services: Recreational opportunities through 
improved access and infrastructure. Natural flood management, 
improvements in water quality and carbon sequestration. 

Status and next steps: Conceptual. Site already in ownership of 
AWT. Need to secure funding to develop costed work programme 
(including design, planning permission, environmental 
permits/licences etc.), and progress dependent on land acquisition. 

Indicative cost: TBD

Partners: Avon Wildlife Trust (lead), South Gloucestershire Council 

Project



Restore the River 
Frome Catchment
Context: The River Frome runs from Dodington 
Park in South Gloucestershire to Bristol, where it 
joins the River Avon. The river, its tributaries and 
its catchment is an important part of the NRN in 
South Gloucestershire, but the river suffers from 
poor WFD status in the upper part of the 
catchment, and modifications affect the value of 
the river and catchment for wildlife. 

Opportunity: Reducing pollution in the upper 
part of the catchment could improve the 
ecological value of the river and its tributaries, 
and removing barriers to fish passage would 
make the river richer for nature. Improving 
riparian habitat (habitat situated on the banks of 
the river) would enable the river to act as a 
natural habitat corridor, and opportunities exist 
for natural flood management that would 
benefit people and nature.



River Frome Reconnected
Description: The River Frome Reconnected is a partnership project that aims to improve the health and resilience of the River Frome 
and its catchment and to make sure the river can be accessed and enjoyed by all. The project is currently scoping out the key water-
based issues on the River Frome and developing a business case to work out how a strategic partnership project can deliver multiple 
benefit improvements for the water environment in the future. This will inform development of a joint work programme. 

Contribution to the NRN: Improvement of connectivity of River Frome 
Within the Frome catchment, including reversing decline of fish 
populations and improving water quality. Opportunity for riverine 
habitat to strengthen woodland and grassland strategic networks.

Other ecosystem services: The River Frome Reconnected project will 
be aiming to improve flood risk from all sources. The project also 
aims to reconnect people and communities to the river, encourage 
sustainable land management, and provide resilience and adaptation 
to climate change. 

Status and next steps: Ongoing delivery of Joint Work Programme, as 
detailed in RF Catchment Plan. £6m received for River Frome 
Innovation Programme, incl delivery of NBS and river restoration. 

Indicative cost: To be confirmed within individual projects.

Partners: South Gloucestershire Council (lead), Bristol City Council, 
Wessex Water, Environment Agency, BACP

Programme

https://www.southglos.gov.uk/documents/RFR-Catchment-Plan-V6final.pdf


River Frome Nature Reserve 
Description: Development of a publicly accessible reserve on the River Frome, which could act as a base for conservation and public 
engagement in central South Gloucestershire. This could incorporate wildlife rich wood pasture parkland habitat and interventions to 
support river wildlife such as kingfishers and otters. 

Contribution to the NRN: Improvements to the River Frome will 
increase its value to wildlife and connectivity. Potential for wood 
pasture to provide ecologically valuable habitat that forms part of 
woodland and grassland network, and for riparian habitat to 
contribute towards making the River Frome a key habitat corridor. 

Other ecosystem services: Increase public access and engagement to 
nature, especially if housing is provided in the area. Carbon 
sequestration, natural flood management, and improvements in 
water quality. 

Status and next steps: In development. Work to scope out potential 
location and design of nature reserve, and identify funding 
opportunities. 

Indicative cost: TBC

Partners: Avon Wildlife Trust (lead), South Gloucestershire Council, 
Bristol Avon Rivers Trust, local partners as identified.

Project



Address Transport 
Severance
Context: Transport infrastructure presents a barrier to 
wildlife movement, affecting the connectivity of 
habitats. This is especially true for roads, given the 
volume of traffic and the 24-hour nature of road travel. 
However, roads and railways can also act as corridors for 
nature through, for example, the management of road 
verges to increase pollinator habitat, trees and 
hedgerows. 
Opportunity: There are a number of low-cost and low-
carbon interventions, such as safe passage crossing 
points, to both existing and new infrastructure that 
should be encouraged to reduce transport severance. 
Strategically located larger-scale interventions, such as 
green bridges, could help to address issues of habitat 
severance caused by roads. 
Working with the managers of roadside/railside
habitats, including local authorities, Highways England 
and Network Rail, to improve management of e.g. 
verges for wildlife could create corridors alongside rail 
and road through which wildlife can thrive and move. 



Safe passages for nature over the M4
Description: Strategically placed interventions that help to address connectivity severance caused by the M4 could range from 
retrofitting existing infrastructure with ‘wildlife tunnels’ to a ‘green bridge’ over which wildlife can travel. An example of a location 
where severance is caused by the M4 is shown in the image below. 

Contribution to the NRN: The M4 creates a barrier to species, especially mammals, amphibians and insects, travelling through an 
important part of the Nature Recovery Network, which could otherwise connect grassland and woodland to the South and North of
the M4. Any interventions that enable wildlife to travel over or under the M4 
would reduce the severance caused by this barrier, creating a better connected 
ecological network. 

Other ecosystem services: If combined with a footbridge and cycleway, bridges 
could also provide a link for people to travel between green spaces North and 
South of the M4. 

Status and next steps: Ongoing/in development. Some interventions already 
delivered. Further scoping of possible interventions needed.

Indicative cost: Smaller interventions, such as retrofitting existing infrastructure 
with ‘wildlife tunnels’ can be effective at a low cost. Limited information available 
for larger-scale interventions. The new Green Bridge over A556 cost £1.15 million, 
with the ‘greening’ component costing £366,000. NE found costs between £1.1 to 
£10 million dependent on size of bridge.

Partners: South Gloucestershire Council, Highways England

Project



Safe passages for nature over the M5
Description: Strategically placed interventions that help to address connectivity severance caused by the M4 could range from 
retrofitting existing infrastructure with ‘wildlife tunnels’ to a ‘green bridge’ over which wildlife can travel. An example of a location 
where severance is caused by the M5 is shown in the image below. 

Contribution to the NRN: The M5 creates a barrier to species, especially mammals, amphibians and insects, travelling through the 
woodland network, which could otherwise connect woodland either side of the M5. Any interventions that enable wildlife to travel
over or under the M4 would reduce the severance caused by this
barrier, creating a better connected ecological network. 

Other ecosystem services: If combined with a footbridge and cycleway, bridges 
could also provide a link for people to travel between green spaces either side 
of the M5. 

Next Steps: Ongoing/in development. Some interventions already delivered. 
Further scoping of possible interventions needed.

Indicative cost: Smaller interventions, such as retrofitting existing infrastructure 
with ‘wildlife tunnels’ can be effective at a low cost. Limited information 
available for larger-scale interventions. The new Green Bridge over A556 cost 
£1.15 million, with the ‘greening’ component costing £366,000. NE found 
costs between £1.1 to £10 million dependent on size of bridge.

Partners: South Gloucestershire Council, North Somerset Council, Bristol City 
Council, Highways England, 

Project



Relationship with GI Programme Areas and BACP Action Plan 
The NRN Prospectus shares many projects/programmes in common with the GI Programme Areas and the Bristol Avon Catchment 
Partnership (BACP) Action Plan, with the shared goal of facilitating investment in the natural environment

• Stemming from the JGIS, seven ‘GI Programme Areas’ have been identified as areas having opportunity for investment that: supports 
the delivery of programmes over-arching themes/focuses; enhances the strategic GI network; and will best realise multifunctional GI 
solutions to achieve the plans strategic outcomes.

• The BACP Action Plan outlines projects within the Bristol Avon Catchment that align with the seven Catchment Goals outlined in the 
BACP Catchment Plan. The projects contribute to improving the water environment and providing wider benefits for people and 
nature at a catchment scale. Ten priority projects have been identified to steer the priorities of the BACP over the short-term.

In relation to these two sources, the NRN Prospectus is focused on projects that will contribute towards nature’s recovery.  Many of 
these will also deliver multiple GI Outcomes and/or improvements to the water environment, and will therefore also be contained within 
the GI Programme Areas and/or BACP Action Plan. 

There is close coordination between the GI WG lead, the WENP Manager and the BACP Co-ordinator to ensure that these sources are 
approached in a coherent way. However, it is understood that there is a need for clear communication on where projects and 
programmes are contained within two or three of the sources, so that effort is not being duplicated. 

Therefore, it is proposed to create an interactive map of natural environment-based projects and programmes in the West of England 
that will act as a single source of information for the region. It will cover each of the three sources and make clear which of the three 
sources each project/programme is contained within, and what action is being undertaken to facilitate investment in each 
project/programme. 



Relationship with GI Programme Areas and BACP Action Plan 
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